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Coping with corruption in
foreign markets
Jonathan P. Doh, Peter Rodriguez, Klaus Uhlenbruck, Jamie Collins, and Lorraine Eden
Executive Summary

Government corruption is a pervasive element of the international business
environment and has damaging effects on governments, firms, and the broader society in
which it takes place. Recently publicized scandals in Russia, China, Pakistan, Lesotho,
South Africa, Costa Rica, Egypt, and elsewhere underscore the extent of corruption
globally, especially in the developing world. Yet, the impact of government corruption on
foreign investment has received limited attention. In this article, we examine how
multinational firms respond to corruption when investing in foreign markets, especially
developing countries. The article begins with a discussion of the direct and indirect costs
of corruption to business and provides illustrations of corruption’s impact on firms that
invest in foreign markets. We employ a framework that incorporates two basic
dimensions of government corruption—pervasiveness and arbitrariness. We then propose
five broad strategies that multinationals should consider in responding to corruption and
give examples of organizations that use these approaches. Corruption involves costs that
firms investing abroad are likely to misjudge or ignore. A clear understanding of
corruption’s nature creates value for decision makers and allows for a strategic analysis
of responses to corruption pressures.
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crease.4 Fueled by the broad forces of globalization
and technological advancement, private investment by multinational enterprises (MNEs) in property, plant, and equipment has contributed to economic development in many emerging economies.
These initiatives have also helped investors diversify portfolios and generate higher returns from
fast-growing markets. Yet, beneath the veneer of
benefits to both host countries and MNE investors
is a troubling and persistent pattern of uncertainty
and added costs associated with the risks of FDI.
Political and economic risks have received widespread attention from management practitioners
and scholars, and a body of helpful managerial
literature has developed around advising firms on
how best to navigate political pressure and instability.5 One type of risk, however—the risk of government corruption— has received much less attention.6 Although many studies detail the impact
of corruption on national economies, and others
have considered corruption in the context of ethics
and social responsibility,7 few efforts have been
directed at assessing its impact on firms. Yet, the
likelihood of investing firms confronting corruption

In 1998, incoming Pakistani Prime Minister Nawaz
Sharif alleged that foreign companies investing in
independent electric power projects had bribed officials from the previous Benazir Bhutto government in return for high electricity rates. He threatened to rescind the project contracts if the foreign
companies did not cut their rates by more than 30
per cent.1 In Russia, several Canadian oil and mineral extraction firms were expropriated by their
local joint venture partners who were able to take
advantage of Russia’s unpredictable court system.2 On the African continent, legal proceedings
are underway against some of the biggest European building companies for passing bribes to a
local government official overseeing World Bankfinanced construction projects.3 These are among
the hundreds of publicized examples of how foreign investment has been affected and disrupted
by corruption.
Foreign direct investment (FDI) has grown rapidly over the past decade. Private investment in
developing countries, especially in large emerging
markets such as China, Brazil, Mexico, Indonesia,
and Poland, has seen a particularly large in114
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is much higher than the chance of facing expropriation or other such events that fall into the category of political risks. This is because corruption
exists (and persists) “below the radar screen” of
many corporate officers, management researchers,
and even government officials. The very nature of
government corruption, which we define as the
abuse (or misuse) of public power for private (personal) benefit, lends itself to a tendency to look the
other way and fosters an attitude of “don’t ask,
don’t tell.” Firms are concerned that exposing corrupt behaviors will reduce profits or anger corrupt
officials without changing the behavior of others.
Some have suggested that corruption may even
create an opportunity for international firms to
overcome numerous difficulties associated with
entering new foreign markets.8 However, the costs
of corruption to foreign investors, host countries,
and broader societal interests are substantial. We
emphasize that firms choosing to comply with or
even exploit local corruption often neglect significant long-term costs.
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others. Specifying its direct and indirect costs
helps isolate the ways in which corruption affects
business decision-making.
Direct Costs
Bribes, kickbacks, “grease,” and “speed” money
are perhaps the most conspicuous types of corrupt
activity. Direct costs of corruption are those costs
that result from direct interaction between the firm
and the government (as represented by any of its
officials or policy makers). Hence, bribes, bureaucratic red tape, and various categories of transaction costs are considered direct costs since they
can be identified with a direct interaction or transaction between a particular firm and corrupt officials. Similarly, resources expended in an effort to
avoid extortion by corrupt officials of a given firm
are also a direct cost. Table 1 provides a summary
of six major types of direct costs of corruption that
we have identified from our research.
Bribes

Firms choosing to comply with or even
exploit local corruption often neglect
significant long-term costs.
Our focus is on FDI in developing countries.
These countries have poorly developed and often
ineffective institutional systems, and it is in these
environments where corruption is most rampant
and creates the greatest potential for distorting
investment plans. While corruption is present in a
variety of industries and country settings, it is
more common in certain sectors. For instance, infrastructure projects are especially prone to corruption because they involve large investments
and complex contracts in which corrupt payments
can be easily disguised.9
We begin by detailing the direct and indirect
costs of corruption to both host countries and foreign investors. Drawing from research on the impact of corruption on economic development, we
present a framework that incorporates two important dimensions of corruption—its pervasiveness
and arbitrariness. We conclude with a discussion
of strategies which multinationals can pursue
alone or in conjunction with governments and international organizations to stem the tide of corruption or at least reduce its worst effects.
Costs of Corruption
Corruption can be viewed as a tax that increases
costs and shifts risk from some stakeholders to

Bribes cost firms and other stakeholders through
monetary and non-monetary payments to those
with public power. Examples of bribery are numerous. However, only a small fraction of bribes are
exposed, suggesting that bribery is far more pervasive than what is reported. Consider these examples. In September 2002, Michael Woerfel, a senior employee of European Aeronautic Defense
and Space Company (EADS), was charged with
corruption in connection with a 1999 $5 billion arms
deal with South Africa. EADS conceded that it had
“helped” 30 South Africans with hefty discounts on
luxury cars. In related developments, chief whip of
the ruling African National Congress (ANC) Tony
Yengeni was charged with corruption, fraud, and
perjury.10 Also in September of 2002, a Lesotho
court found Acres International, a Toronto-based
firm, guilty of passing $260,000 as a bribe to the
chief executive of the project. The executive was
convicted of 13 counts of bribery and of accepting
more than $2 million in total bribes.11 In July 2002,
Xerox admitted in a regulatory filing that it had
made improper payments of more than $500,000
“over a period of years” to government officials in
India to push sales.12
Red Tape and Bureaucratic Delay
Red tape and bureaucratic delay are examples of
non-monetary costs that result from dealing with
corrupt officials or complying with the requirements of corrupt regimes. To avoid red tape and
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TABLE 1
Direct Costs of Government Corruption
Type
Bribes

Red Tape/Bureaucratic Delay

Avoidance

Directly Unproductive Behavior

Foregoing Market Supporting Institutions
Engagement with Organized Crime

Explanation
Monetary and non-monetary payments to those with some degree of
public power as a response to extortion or in exchange for some
misuse of public power.
Non-monetary and opportunity costs of dealing with corrupt officials
or of complying with the illegitimate bureaucratic requirements of
corrupt regimes.
Efforts to avoid and limit the firm’s exposure to extortionary behavior
by corrupt officials, including hiding output and opting out of the
official economy.
Investments in channels of influence to gain advantage in dividing
up the benefits of economic activity; includes lobbying and more
direct vote and influence peddling.
Costs imposed on the firm as a result of foregoing the use of courts
for the enforcement of contracts, local financial operations, etc.
Monetary and non-monetary costs imposed on firms as a result of
willing or unwilling engagement with organized crime.

delays in facilitating project approvals, firms often
use bribes to “grease the skids.”13 This was the
case when Robert King, a leading investor in Owl
Securities (OSI), was convicted on five counts of
conspiracy and for violating the Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act by planning to bribe Costa Rican
officials. The bribery was related to OSI’s plan to
build a new Caribbean super-port and a 124-mile
dry canal through Costa Rica, designed to rival the
Panama Canal.14 Lockheed Martin agreed to a consent decree (neither admitting nor denying allegations) in which it paid nearly $25 million in fines
after it was accused in 1995 of paying $1 million to
an Egyptian member of parliament in order to facilitate the sale of Lockheed aircraft to the Egyptian Air Force.15 Tehelka, an Internet news portal,
captured several government officials taking
bribes from undercover reporters in India. The reporters were posing as arms dealers peddling
“fourth-generation” thermal hand-held cameras on
behalf of a British company.16
Avoidance
Firms may be forced to engage in expensive efforts
to avoid and limit their exposure to extortion by
corrupt officials, including hiding output and opting out of the official economy. Avoiding corruption can be costly. For example, Procter & Gamble,
as part of its broader exit strategy from Nigeria,
decided to close a Pampers plant rather than pay a
bribe to a customs official.17
Directly Unproductive Behavior
Corruption may force firms to engage in a range of
costly and unproductive behavior. This may in-

clude investment in channels of influence to gain
advantage in dividing up the benefits of economic
activity through lobbying, direct vote solicitations,
and influence peddling.
In China, various forms of obligatory “profit
sharing” with city officials in Hainan province
have been reported. Employment of relatives, donations, and other “favors” are apparently an expected cost of doing business in that region. One
private firm in Hainan province reported having a
formal profit-sharing plan with the city officials.
Firms report hiring key officials or their relatives
as a way to develop political or social influence.
Owners of local private firms in Wenzhous in eastern China have been known to give firm shares to
senior cadres in exchange for protection from government interference.18
Foregoing Market-Supporting Institutions and
Engaging with Organized Crime
Firms bear additional costs when, because of corruption, they are unable to use institutions such as
courts for the enforcement of contracts. Costs increase when firms are willing (or unwilling) to
engage with organized crime by paying for “protection” and other security services that would otherwise be unnecessary.
For example, many firms doing business in Russia in the post-Soviet era have been forced to take
part in the underground market for “protection” by
paying high fees for “security” services because
the state cannot provide adequate public protection. The Canadian International Development
Agency has spent $130 million to help generate
Canadian business in Russia; however, many companies have claimed that projects have been sto-
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len out from under them because of government
corruption. As a result, Canadian investment in
Russia has practically stopped all together, and
the CIDA has virtually nothing to show for its investment.19 This example shows how specific acts
of corruption result in multiple costs; in this case,
efforts to build institutions were thwarted through
organized crime, which contributed to other unproductive and costly behavior.
Indirect Costs
Many of the destructive costs of corruption affect
firms indirectly via public-sector failure that results from missing or weak institutions, government failure to effectively use public resources,
and government policies that keep the economy
from growing. The indirect costs of corruption are
those costs imposed on firms that cannot be specifically identified with a particular interaction between a firm and the government or its officials.
These costs may result in higher prices for resources, lowered prospects for profitability, and
macroeconomic instability. Indirect costs of corruption have been relatively well documented in
terms of system-wide effects;20 however, individual
firms may overlook these costs because they don’t
recognize how such costs affect them. These indirect costs limit investment returns because they
increase operating costs and decrease growth potential. Moreover, such costs may fall more heavily
on some firms than others. Table 2 provides a summary of six major types of indirect costs of corruption, with a brief description of each.
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Reduced Investment and Distorted Public
Expenditures
Corruption has been shown to reduce the ratio of
investment to GDP.21 Corruption may also reduce
public expenditures because tax revenues fall
when business activity takes place outside of the
official economy. Moreover, the expenditures that
remain are often skewed from the most pressing
needs toward projects that benefit privileged insiders. Recently, Nicaragua resorted to a national
tax audit lottery to combat the problem of low tax
revenues due to rampant corruption. Each month
the government chooses 100 professionals at random, audits them, and publicizes the results. The
government has estimated that 40 per cent of all
professionals are tax dodgers. The inefficient and
proportionally small tax collections result in inadequate investment in infrastructure and education.22
Macroeconomic Weakness and Instability
More generally, corruption weakens institutions
like courts and regulatory agencies, slowing economic growth.23 Corruption also reduces aggregate investment through reduction in public and
private investment, increasing poverty and the social ills that go along with it.24
Weak Infrastructure
Corruption weakens public infrastructure, resulting in inadequate, expensive, and intermittently

TABLE 2
Indirect Costs of Government Corruption
Type
Reduced Investment

Reduced and Distorted Public Expenditures

Macroeconomic Weakness and Instability
Weak Infrastructure

Squandered/Misdirected Entrepreneurial Talent

Socio-Economic Failure

Explanation
Reduced public and private investment flows. Lower rates of foreign
direct investment for the formation of a robust commercial
environment.
Reduced taxes as a result of the deterrence of business activity and
recourse to the unofficial economy. Selection of privately beneficial
and publicly costly expenditure projects.
Reduced rates of macroeconomic growth, weak commercial environment,
and greater susceptibility to financial crises.
Inadequate, expensive, and intermittently supplied infrastructure
services such as telephony, electricity, and transportation. Weak
infrastructure foments opportunities for small bribes and may
indirectly reduce public trust.
Engagement of entrepreneurial and otherwise talented individuals into
the socially unproductive avenues of advance afforded by corrupt
environments.
Increased poverty, income inequality, and reduced income growth for the
poorest in society. Increases demands on already weak central
governments.
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supplied services such as telephony, electricity,
and transportation.25 Weak infrastructure foments
opportunities for small bribes and thereby increases direct costs of corruption. Corruption has
even been shown to increase an economy’s susceptibility to financial crises, such as those that occurred in Russia in the mid-1990s, Southeast Asia
and Korea during 1997–1998, and in Latin America
in the early 1980s and again in the mid- and late1990s.26
Squandered/Misdirected Entrepreneurial Talent
Corruption leads to squandered and misdirected
entrepreneurial talent because individuals are
drawn to socially unproductive avenues for advancement afforded by corrupt environments.
Hence, corruption stymies the very entrepreneurial
activities that could offset or mitigate some of its
harshest effects.

Corruption leads to squandered and
misdirected entrepreneurial talent
because individuals are drawn to
socially unproductive avenues for
advancement afforded by corrupt
environments. Hence, corruption stymies
the very entrepreneurial activities that
could offset or mitigate some of its
harshest effects.
Socio-Economic Failure
Finally, weaker economies, poor infrastructure, and
squandered investment contribute to general socioeconomic misery. Results include increased poverty,
income inequality and slow income growth for the
poorest in society, increasing demands on already
weak central governments, and the retarding of developmental goals such as education, literacy, and
life expectancy.27 This is perhaps the most tragic cost
of corruption.
Two Dimensions of Corruption
Our research suggests that the magnitude of both
direct and indirect costs of corruption is driven by
two key dimensions: the pervasiveness (or level) of
corruption and its arbitrariness (uncertainty).28
Pervasiveness
The pervasiveness of corruption reflects the number and frequency of transactions (and individu-
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als) with which (whom) the firm deals over the
course of a fixed time period that involve illicit
activities. Although the level of corruption is
clearly difficult to measure (making a single index
number inherently problematic), it captures the
relative preponderance of corrupt transactions in a
given country and correlates with the number of
corrupt transactions that a firm expects to encounter in its normal operations. The higher the pervasiveness of corruption, the higher the direct and
indirect resource costs of corruption to the firm.
When corruption is predictable, its effects are
similar to an especially onerous tax; while damaging, companies may be able to budget for this tax
as a business expense.29 These conditions occur
under well-structured, stable corruption regimes in
which payment expectations are predictable and
effective. Hence, firms can reasonably expect to
receive the particular government-administered
services in exchange for a bribe. Under such conditions, the pervasiveness of corruption could be
high, but firms would still be able to operate with
some degree of predictability. For example, in
some countries, a standard “payment” accompanies requests to clear goods through customs.
Arbitrariness
Corruption can be viewed through a second critical characteristic—arbitrariness. A disorganized
corruption network emerges when government
agents act independently and capriciously in an
effort to maximize their own bribe revenue while
disregarding the effects of their efforts on other
officials. In such a setting, firms are uncertain of
whom to pay, what to pay, and whether the payments will result in the delivery of the promised
goods or services. The lack of coordination among
corrupt agents works to diminish economic activity
as some officials appropriate bribe revenues that
would otherwise accrue to others.
These characterizations fit well with anecdotal
reports by MNEs. In some countries, one bribe
guarantees access to the desired property or service; in others, the size and number of bribes necessary to obtain a license or permit are uncertain
and, even when paid, do not guarantee the desired
right or service. For example, the Wall Street Journal reports that Indonesia and Russia have become nations with both pervasive and arbitrary
corruption: “Before, you paid a lump sum in Jakarta
and could be certain you had smoothed things
out . . . Now you pay a lot of small amounts locally,
and you can’t be sure things will be smooth . . . It is
a continuous, confusing, and discouraging process.” As for Russia, “Without the structure the
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Communist Party provided, people didn’t know
who to pay, and many anarchistic bribe collectors
stepped up with their hands out.”30 In such environments, corruption expectations can escalate,
with each subsequent transaction demanding a
higher payment.
Whereas the relationship between pervasiveness and direct costs of corruption is straightforward and positive, the arbitrariness of corruption
reduces a firm’s ability to estimate these costs.
While pervasiveness of corruption is highly problematic, when corruption is arbitrary firms cannot
anticipate the direct costs of corruption nor can
they easily evaluate the impact of corruption on
their operations. This aspect of corruption, however, is less obvious. Where corruption is arbitrary,
firms might accept corruption and ignore the total
cost of their actions, or they may avoid corrupt
markets and incur opportunity costs by not entering these markets at all.
Measuring Corruption’s Dimensions
We assessed the pervasiveness and arbitrariness
of corruption based on the World Business Environment Survey (WBES) that was published by the
World Bank in 1998. This survey focuses on perceptions of environmental factors facing firms. The
WBES is based on a sample of 8,000 firms repre-
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senting approximately 100 companies of various
sizes in each of 80 developing countries. We draw
the measure of the two dimensions of corruption—
pervasiveness and arbitrariness—from two sets of
questions on corruption in the WBES. Figure 1 represents our framework of two key dimensions of
corruption and identifies five representative countries in each of four cells that reflect basic combinations of pervasiveness and arbitrariness. We
chose only countries where pervasiveness of corruption, although low, is still considered a major
impediment to local business. This figure shows
how some countries can rank high on one measure
and low on another, suggesting that corruption is a
more complicated phenomenon than some companies might expect.

Coping with Corruption: Key Strategies
Corruption, like many public policy problems, generates a negative “externality” in that individual
firms may benefit, while the damage to society is
substantial. Hence, a firm may not have sufficient
incentives to avoid or report corruption because
the “benefits” of corruption are concentrated,
whereas many of the costs are diffuse. Participation in corruption may be due to competitive pressures, respect for local cultural norms, extortion, or

FIGURE 1
The Two Dimensions of Corruption
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the difficulty in monitoring individual employees.
Unfortunately, if firms refuse to engage in corruption, they may consider themselves at a disadvantage vis-à-vis competitors. Nonetheless, many
firms have developed strategies to respond to corruption without acquiescing to it, as summarized
in Table 3.
Strategy: Avoidance
Corporations face numerous challenges when considering whether to enter a market characterized
by corruption. One option is to avoid the market
entirely and, in so doing, eliminate the direct costs
of corruption whether generated from its pervasive
or arbitrary application. Often, there are other reasons to avoid markets that are corrupt, such as
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weak profit potential, unstable government, and
slow market growth; however, these conditions
may themselves result in part from corruption.
• Pervasiveness and arbitrariness of corruption
cause firms to avoid markets. Higher pervasiveness and higher arbitrariness of corruption both
reduce total investment and FDI.31
• Corruption causes delays in investment. Investment rates fall as the arbitrariness surrounding
corrupt payments rises for a given level of corruption.32 Higher degrees of ownership and specialized knowledge advantages favor delaying
FDI, particularly in uncertain environments.33
Therefore, a widespread firm-level response to
corruption appears to be outright avoidance in
terms of foregoing investment opportunities.

TABLE 3
Strategies for Coping with Corruption
Strategy

Cost
Targeted

Effective
Against
Pervasive &
Arbitrary
Corruption
Pervasive &
Arbitrary
Corruption
(different
strategies
for each)

Advantages

Avoidance

Direct

Adjusting
Entry Mode

Direct

Corporate
Codes of
Conduct

Direct &
Indirect

Pervasive &
Arbitrary
Corruption

Training,
Development,
and Public
Education

Direct &
Indirect

Pervasive,
but less
for Arbitrary
Corruption

Regional-focused programs could
make progress easier
For government-sponsored
programs, participation could
be tied to World Bank loans
and aid
Makes policies clear and gives
employees practical examples

Social
Contributions/
Public
Donations

Direct

Pervasive
Corruption

Provides needed services without
breaking law or ethics

Laws and
Agreements

Indirect

Pervasive &
Arbitrary
Corruption

FCPA includes strict rules with
penalties
OECD agreement relatively
comprehensive
Some developing countries now
adopting OECD principles

Problems

Bypasses problem

Forego opportunities

Allows firm to maintain
participation in market while
avoiding exposure to
corruption
Allows firm to avoid opportunity
and other costs of foregoing
markets
Could incorporate major MNEs
around the world

Denies firm some advantages
of entry-mode options,
including acquisition of local
resources
Denies host country some
benefits
Viewed as lacking “rigor”
Local firms unlikely to sign on,
generating differential costs/
benefits
Training initiatives may lack
“teeth” in terms of
enforcement
Company-sponsored initiatives
affect only one company
Company-sponsored initiatives
may have uneven
application throughout
subsidiaries
May be difficult to determine
when “line has been
crossed”
May raise expectations of
continued and rising
payment
FCPA may disadvantage U.S.
firms vis-à-vis competitors
Initially covered only OECD
and a few developing
countries
Lack of enforcement and
uneven implementation in
developing world creates
free-rider problem
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Strategy: Adjusting Entry Mode
Individual firms will not always be willing or able
to avoid investment in countries plagued by corruption. Rather, many firms attempt to offset the
direct costs of corruption through selection of different entry modes and structures. For instance, in
Eastern European and the former Soviet economies,
the probability of an MNE investing abroad through
a joint venture rather than a wholly owned subsidiary increases with the level of corruption.34 Further,
firms may employ different approaches in response
to pervasive versus arbitrary corruption pressures.
We further examined how firms adjust entry
modes depending on the nature of corruption, generating information that should be helpful to managers facing similar conditions. We used World
Bank data on more than 400 telecommunications
projects in 96 emerging and developing economies
to analyze the influence of the two dimensions of
corruption discussed above on entry strategies.35
When choosing to enter a corrupt country via joint
or sole venture, firms face competing pressures.
On the one hand, entry via a joint venture with
local partners may provide access to local networks and reduce uncertainty.36 On the other hand,
corruption weakens property rights and could allow local partners to take advantage of the foreign
firm. Here is what we found:
• Generally, foreign entrants into national markets choose joint ventures more often than
wholly owned entry as the level of corruption—
both arbitrary and pervasive—increases.
• As pervasiveness of corruption increases, market
entry modes are more likely to include local
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partners. As Figure 2 shows, pervasiveness has
opposite effects on two subcategories of the
joint-venture entry mode. The probability of
choosing mixed joint ventures (that include local
and international partners) grows as pervasiveness increases, but joint ventures between just
international (i.e., non-local) partners become
less likely as pervasiveness rises. Pervasiveness of corruption increases the preference exhibited by foreign entrants to join with local
firms, suggesting that there may be benefits to
including local partners as a way to mitigate
risks associated with arbitrariness.
• Figure 3 shows that joint ventures between
local and foreign entrants are about as likely at
low levels of arbitrariness as they are at high
levels. Foreign entrants appear to become more
concerned that they may be subject to local partner opportunism as corruption becomes more
arbitrary, offsetting the perceived advantages
gained from partnering. Where corruption is
highly arbitrary, entrants attempt to reduce risk
via entry with international partners only.
• In addition, if both pervasiveness and arbitrariness of corruption are high, entry modes are
more likely to take the form of build-own-transfer or management contracts versus build-ownoperate (traditional FDI) modes. Firms appear to
reach a tipping point at which they are more
inclined to transfer ownership and less willing
to remain to operate their projects. In countries
where both pervasiveness and arbitrariness are
very high (C2 in Figure 1), virtually all projects
are transferred after their completion.

FIGURE 2
Relationship Between the Probability of Joint-Venture Types and Pervasiveness
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FIGURE 3
Relationship Between the Probability of Joint-Venture Types and Arbitrariness

Strategy: Corporate Codes of Conduct
A complementary strategy for reducing both direct
and indirect costs of corruption is the adoption of
anti-bribery principles. Below we list several examples. A number of companies have developed
rigorous codes and principles that guide their policies on corruption around the world, while other
MNEs rely on guidelines provided by public institutions. Such approaches may be effective in environments characterized by pervasive or arbitrary
corruption.
• Shell’s General Business Principles guide corporate behavior in the area of corruption. On the
specific issue of bribes, for example, the Principles state, “The direct or indirect offer, payment,
soliciting, and acceptance of bribes in any form
are unacceptable practices.” According to Shell,
each year each country chairman reports to executive management on how these business
principles are being implemented, and “issues
concerning corruption and bribery are always at
the top of the list.” Shell’s goal is to help managers understand the elements of corruption
and bribery and to “exercise sound judgment
when faced with difficult dilemmas.”37
• International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) Rules
Against Extortion and Bribery. The ICC has a
Standing Committee on Extortion and Bribery
that promotes its “Rules Against Extortion and
Bribery” in international business transactions.
These rules specifically target “large-scale extortion and bribery involving politicians and senior officials.” The seven basic rules address
extortion, bribery and kickbacks, agents, financial recording and auditing, responsibilities of

enterprises, political contributions, and company codes.38
• Transparent Agents Against Contracting Entities
(TRACE). The TRACE Standard, which is based
on a review of the practices of 34 companies,
applies to many types of business intermediaries, including sales agents, consultants, suppliers, distributors, resellers, subcontractors, franchisees, and joint venture partners. It is the first
global business standard of its kind and is being
disseminated directly by TRACE and by investment houses and pro-business organizations
like the Centre for International Private Enterprise, the non-profit arm of the Chamber of Commerce. It has been well received because it sets
out best practices and gives companies the confidence that they are doing as much due diligence as their corporate peers, which is an important part of a defense if an intermediary does
pay a bribe.39
• Building from the ICC Rules, two legal experts
have proposed a Comprehensive International
Corruption Code that (1) emphasizes transparency, (2) provides guidance concerning specific
practices associated with paying bribes, (3)
reflects relevance to organizational environments, (4) identifies with and supports an independent entity such as an NGO or an academic center, and, perhaps most importantly,
(5) can be monitored and assessed by external,
independent entities.40 This code and approach resolve the “free rider” problem by requiring many competing firms to adhere to the
same standards. Further, it addresses challenges raised by both pervasiveness and arbitrariness of corruption.
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Strategy: Training, Development, and
Public Education
Training and development is a natural extension
of corporate codes and principles, and may help
respond to both direct and indirect costs of corruption. Firms can work with governmental bodies
that are eager to promote local participation in
foreign-sponsored projects to help convince them
to crack down on corruption. This may be effective
even in countries that have highly arbitrary corruption because enforcement actions can specifically target, and ideally isolate, these cases. Unilateral efforts, as well as those supported by
multinational organizations such as the UN, World
Bank, or IMF, should be encouraged. Often, assistance is available from multilateral bodies that
provide financial and technical support for the development of efficient government and “good governance.” Below are examples of individual firm
activities as well as those involving public-private
collaboration.
• Honeywell lists “integrity and the highest ethical standards” first among its set of eight company values and unequivocally admonishes
against any bribes or kickbacks in its corporate
code of conduct. As a constant reminder of the
code, employees are issued business-size cards
containing ethically driven questions that they
should ask themselves in ambiguous situations.
Moreover, Honeywell flags “high risk” employees for additional corruption and bribery training. The company has established a toll-free
ethics advice line run by a third-party security
firm. In one specific case, Honeywell declined to
bid on a major airport contract in Asia because it
was asked for a bribe as a price of entry. When
an investigation revealed that 11 companies
paid the bribe, they were disqualified and Honeywell was awarded the contract, showing that
refraining from participation in corrupt transactions may sometimes have positive competitive
effects.41
• TDI Brooks International, Inc., a U.S.-based oil
exploration firm, openly resists corruption. The
company drew attention to suspicious activities
during a recent public tender clarification meeting in Mexico. TDI demonstrated that the tender
included specifications and restrictions added
merely to favor one particular bidder and exclude others. The company further provided evidence that the project was heavily inflated compared to a reasonable bid for the proposed work.
TDI thus served as a whistleblower, suggesting
corrupt interactions between managers of one of
the bidding organizations and of the state-
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owned firm that offered the tender. Ultimately,
TDI lost the specific contract to this competing
bidder but, by making corruption public, initiated an investigation into corrupt practices at
this state-owned firm. Subsequently, the firm
has indicated that it will hire TDI for another
project. Whistleblowing may be a more promising strategy in countries where arbitrariness of
corruption is low and perpetrators more easily
identified.
• According to Motorola, a longstanding ethics program helps facilitate the understanding of bribery
and corruption practices worldwide. The firm’s ongoing ethics training program reportedly explores
all facets of bribery and corruption, and guides
employees on how to act in ethically difficult situations. Management uses actual case studies as
part of its training in an attempt to give employees
real-world situations, and the firm actively helps
fight corruption in countries in which it operates.
For example, Motorola supported training projects
for internal auditors in Thailand designed to minimize corrupt behavior.
• World Bank Anti-Corruption Knowledge Centre.
Since 1996, the World Bank has supported more
than 600 anti-corruption programs and governance initiatives developed by its member countries. According to the Bank, “Corruption undermines policies and programs that aim to reduce
poverty, so attacking corruption is critical to the
achievement of the Bank’s overarching mission
of poverty reduction.” The World Bank’s anticorruption strategy addresses both pervasiveness and arbitrariness of corruption and builds
on five key elements: (1) increasing political accountability, (2) strengthening civil society participation, (3) creating a competitive private sector, (4) institutional restraints on power, and (5)
improving public-sector management.42
Strategy: Social Contributions and Public
Donations
Some companies employ the strategy of social contributions and public donations as an alternative
to both avoidance and compliance. For example,
sometimes bribes are presented as agent fees or
fees for public services that might not otherwise be
available. Several examples are presented below.
This strategy targets primarily the direct costs of
corruption. These approaches, however, are unlikely to protect firms from the arbitrary application of corruption because even if a legal contribution is offered to an organization (versus
individuals), other officials may demand further
payments.
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• Cargill, Inc., an international marketer, processor, and distributor of agricultural, food, financial, and industrial products, aggressively attempts to strengthen the communities in which it
operates by avoiding and speaking out against
bribery and corruption as well as supporting
specific causes.43 After two Cargill offices were
set on fire in India following political opposition
concerning the company’s entry into the sunflower seed market, the company responded by
teaching Indian farmers how to improve their
crop yields.44
• Motorola has permitted the payment of agent
fees where they are a relatively small part of the
contract. In other situations, rather than pay a
fee to ensure the provision of local public services, Motorola donated equipment to the relevant government agencies. This increased the
likelihood that the equipment would be used for
the stated purpose.45
• Hope Group donated textbooks to 17 million students in China as a means to facilitate business
relationships and reputation. In China, such relationships are considered especially important
in business dealings, and this contribution also
provided a substantial social benefit.46

Strategy: Laws and Agreements
Individual corporate behavior or joint activities by
groups of corporations are important elements in
firms’ response to corruption. Ultimately, much of
the burden is on governments to restrain corrupt
tendencies. Firms are expected to support these
efforts. Corruption has a substantial deterrent effect on FDI in host countries, especially in emerging economies, and these agreements have helped
to even the playing field, at least in specific countries and regions. On the other hand, problems are
created when firms from one country (like the U.S.)
are held to a different standard than others. This
strategy, which obviously relies on cooperation
with government agencies, targets the direct costs
of corruption and is most effective at combating
corruption in environments where it is pervasive
but may also have some effectiveness in environments characterized by arbitrary corruption. Three
examples of governmental initiatives in the area
follow.
• The Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) Convention on Combating
Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions. On November 21,
1997, negotiators from 33 countries (28 of the 29
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member states of the OECD, along with Argentina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Chile, and the Slovak
Republic) adopted a Convention on Combating
Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions. The Convention
was signed by representatives of participating
countries on December 17, 1997.47
• U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA). This
U.S. law, enacted in 1977, was prompted by a
series of scandals involving questionable or illegal payments by U.S. firms to foreign government officials overseas. There were revelations
that some of this money had returned to the U.S.
in the form of political contributions. The FCPA
prohibits American firms from giving anything
of value—such as a payment, gift or bribe—to
induce a foreign government to enter into a contract or business advantage or relationship. The
Act carries criminal penalties, including imprisonment for up to five years, fines of up to $100,000
for individuals, and fines of up to $2 million for
companies. In 1998 the U.S. passed legislation
expanding the scope of the FCPA to bring its
provisions into accord with the OECD Convention. Prior to implementation of the OECD Corruption Code, the United States was unique in
having this kind of law, and in countries where
corruption was widespread, the Act had made it
difficult for U.S. companies to compete. Moreover, many executives have complained that
the prohibited acts are standard operating
procedure in some countries, although with
the OECD agreement and implementation, this
is changing.48
• The Organization of American States (OAS)
Inter-American Convention Against Corruption:
The OAS Convention, which entered into force in
March 1997, was the first multilateral anticorruption treaty negotiated in the world. The
Convention requires parties to criminalize bribery of foreign officials and to assist one another
in the investigation and prosecution of such
acts. The Convention also explicitly disallows
the use of “bank secrecy” as a basis for denying
assistance. More than 25 Western hemisphere
countries are signatories to the Convention, including Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico, and the
United States.49
Coping with Corruption: Lessons for Managers
and Policy-Makers
Corruption has direct and indirect effects on aggregate FDI into a given economy and influences
firm-level decisions about entry mode and project
structure. In sum, we find that:
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1. The nature of corruption is not fully appreciated
and incorporated in managerial decisionmaking. Failure to comprehend differing types
of corruption may hinder effective operation of
international businesses, where resource commitments are substantial and difficult to reverse
and reputation effects are long lasting.
2. While firms fully recognize the costs related to
pervasiveness of corruption, arbitrariness is often disregarded in the development of proactive
strategies. Whereas firms appear to adjust their
entry modes when confronted by high arbitrariness, they may forego other strategies due to a
mistaken perception that arbitrariness affects
all firms the same, when in fact it can have
significantly disproportionate impacts on firms.
3. Firms adjust and adapt their market-entry approaches to minimize exposure to partners who
may attempt to exploit the corrupt environment
for their own gains, yet maximize relationships
with partners that can facilitate project development.
4. Firms often don’t fully recognize the range of
strategic alternatives to acquiescing to corrupt
pressures. These strategies can help reduce
costs, and some may help in deterring corruption more broadly.
5. Some strategies may be pursued by individual
firms, collectives of companies, or in conjunction with governments. For example, a number
of the companies mentioned above support
broad, government- or industry-driven efforts to
reduce corruption through membership in organizations such as the International Chamber of
Commerce, while at the same time focusing
on shorter-term and transaction-specific challenges that affect their day-to-day business opportunities.
Governments, independently and through international consortia, continue to struggle in their efforts to identify effective solutions to the destructive practices of corruption. At the same time,
companies seeking new markets and opportunities
continue to explore options that minimize the most
pronounced impacts of corruption. Both governments and companies have made important steps
in their efforts to stem the spread of corruption, but
much more needs to be done.
We considered five strategies that show how
firms can deal with corruption in a manner that
preserves their strategic choices in international
market entry, while protecting themselves from the
costs of corruption. None of the strategies we propose comprehensively addresses corruption. At
best, each reflects a partial solution. Taken to-
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gether, they may provide a more comprehensive
approach, particularly given the interactive and
mutually reinforcing nature of firm- and government-sponsored strategies. Just as firms pursue
multiple business strategies to address their objectives in international markets, so too should
they consider the range of options to combat corruption.
In the interim, firms should be aware—and be
wary— of their dealings in countries where corrupt
practices are common. Firms would be wise to
work cooperatively with each other and with government organizations to realize the substantial
benefits of reduced corruption: improved firm and
aggregate business performance, more effective
host-nation governance, and greater and more
widespread social and economic development.
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